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Herbs 
BL Basil Lemon Wonderful lemon fragrance and taste, a real culinary delight.  $3.95 

BEET Basil  Everleaf Emerald 
Towers 

A robust, Genovese basil that's been bred to flower up to 8 
weeks later than standard varieties 

$3.95 

BA Basil Aroma Beautiful glossy, dark green leaves with a strong flavor that is 
definitely many chefs favorite 

$3.95 

BDF Basil Dolce Fresca Compact bushy large-leafed Genovese type basil. Less than 2 
feet high 

$3.95 

BG Basil Gemma Thick leaves with spoon shaped and intense green color. 
Excellent flavor 

$3.95 

BGE Basil Genovese Italian variety has extremely tender, fragrant, extra-large, 
dark green leaves and is superb for pesto.  

$3.95 

BHMW Basil High Mowing Sweet The standard basil - totally reliable $3.95 

BILL  Basil Italian Large Leaf Large plant with medium-dark green leaves up to 4" long. 
Compared to Genovese, the scent and taste are sweeter. 

$3.95 

BLL Basil Lettuce Leaf Large, crinkled leaves, which grow on the short, wide plant, 
are sweet, but not as strong as other sweet basils 

$3.95 

BMM  Basil Magical Michael A shorter, better branched Sweet Dani type with more 
fragrant flowers 

$3.95 

What matters to you about growing veggies and flowers?  That’s the real question of course because that’s where 
the energy comes from to make it happen. Your eyes and your taste buds can tell you so much about the living 
world – learn to use them!! 

All of the plants on this list serve these goals.  If you haven’t tried a horn pepper yet then you really have to.  That’s 
where the real flavor is in the pepper world.  Try the different color tomatoes.  They really can’t be described 
accurately.  How about the summer squashes?  Did you know that the Italians really care about FLAVOR in summer 
squashes and that they make for GREAT eating?  Each chard or kale has a subtly different flavor – never mind the 
rosemary and the basils.  

I've read and heard from you that you're considering expanding your garden this year, I quite understand the 
impulse. There is nothing like taking out zucchini pesto or roasted eggplant in January and February and 
brightening up a meal.  As always, I've added annuals to the list because a pop of color goes a long way to adding 
cheer to a garden and is essential for supporting our local pollinators – the good guy bugs! 

Enjoy poking through this list – all plants are inoculated with a complex mix of rhizosphere microbes 

at seeding or transplanting and all get a re-inoculation just before you pick them up.  I’ll also have  

the high energy mineral/fertilizer mix available again this year in 30 lb. buckets.  Add it to the plant  

list if you want to pick one up with your plants. Italicized and bold prices are packs, upright prices are pots. 



BMMM Basil Mammoth Sweet Large yellow-green leaves with slight puckering and the most 
heavenly aroma 

$3.95 

BMS Basil Mostruoso Mammoth leaf basil w/strong licorice-like flavor $3.95 

BPPA Basil Pesto Party Great for making pesto. Aromatic and packed with flavor. $3.95 

BSD Basil Sweet Dani Pure, clean, citrus-lemon. $3.95 

BTH Basil Thai Flavor, described as anise- and licorice-like and slightly 
spicy, is more stable under high or extended cooking 
temperatures 

$3.95 

BT Basil Tree Sweet, spicy clove fragrance and slightly hairy soft leaves. 
The leaves are lime-green. 

$3.95 

HB Borage Annual herb with medicinal properties $2.95 

HBCC Broadleaf Chinese Chives Flat, wide, dark green leaves, more strongly flavored than 
regular Chive 

$3.95 

HCGZ Chamomile German Zloty 
Lan 

Bigger and higher yielding than the standard. It has a 
wonderful aroma and is used to make tea 

$2.95 

HCPJ Cilantro Pokey Joe  This cilantro variety has great flavor and abundant large, 
fresh leaves, and bears over a long time. 

$3.95 

HDD Dill Diana Very upright, leafy--slow to bolt  $2.95 

HDF Dill Fernleaf Dwarf w/high yields  $2.95 

HDH Dill Hera New Excellent bunching. Compact, high yielding dill.  Does 
not bolt quickly 

 $2.95 

HFT French Tarragon Essential for cooking chicken and eggs, the real thing - 
numbs the tongue 

 $4.95 

HLB Herb Lemon Balm Medicinal herb, lemon balm has mild sedative properties   $4.95 

HOG Herb Oregano Greek Spicy flavor. It has tiny white flowers and is very hardy 
when established, important in Greek, Italian and Mexican 
cooking 

  $4.95 

HKT Kapoor Tulsi  Holy Basil. Used as a soothing tea  $3.95 

HPGI Parsley Giant Italian A flat leafed type, dark green leaves.  Full season.  Sweeter 
than most. 

 $4.95 

HSE Sage Extrakta High essential oil content of 1.5-2.0%. Robust, uniform 
plant. 

  $4.95 

HSS Summer Savory Summer Savory is used in cooking and has a peppery taste 
much like thyme.  

  $4.95 

HSSS Sweetie Star Stevia Well-known culinary herb that is used as a sweetener  $4.95 

HWB Wild Bergamont Bright lavender blooms with a spicy scent.   $4.95 

HWS Winter Savory Use fresh or dried leaves in salads, dressings, meat, sausage, 
lamb dishes, beans 

  $4.95 

Lettuce/Greens/Kales 
GAA Arugula Astro Milder bite and wider leaves $3.95 
GCBHM Chinese Bald Head 

Mustard 
This unusual root crop is a winter staple in northern China. 
Roots are smooth and shiny like a bald head, and have a 
mild spicy mustard flavor. 

$3.95 



CEF Collard Ellen Felton  Produces green, elliptical, tender leaves with a sweet, slightly 
fruity taste.  

$3.95 

CGB Collard Gronniger Blue 2' tall with blue-green leaves and purple stems/veins. Very 
good eating qualities. 

$3.95 

GAR Greens Arugula Runaway Tastes deliciously tangy but is slightly less pungent than 
regular arugula. 

$3.95 

GCBL Greens Chard Bionda di 
Lyon 

Pale green leaves, almost golden in color, and thick white 
midribs, truly excellent flavor - our personal favorite 

$3.95 

GCBLGT Greens Chard Bright lights Colored stems in  red, white, pink, violet, green, gold, 
orange, yellow and some striped 

$3.95 

GCEN Greens Chard Electric 
Neon 

Neon range of 3-phase red, fuse-melt pink, hot-stick yellow, 
and glare-burst orange 

$3.95 

GKBM Kale Black Magic Winter hardy plants with very dark, crinkled leaves have rich 
flavor. Best after frost or eaten young 

$3.95 

GKB Kale 
Bolshoi  

Considered to be among the sweetest flavored 
kales, Bolshoi provides early harvests of baby greens, or 
enjoy the more robust, substantial mature greens 

$3.95 

GKDB Kale Dazzling Blue If you're a fan of dinosaur kale, similar flavor, this variety 
has brilliant blue-green leaves highlighted with shocking pink 
midribs. 

$3.95 

GKJN Kale Jagallo Nero  A unique deeply lobed form, mildly sweet flavor and tender 
blue-green leaves makes this distinctive kale an ideal choice 
for crunchy salads and delicious stir fries 

$3.95 

GKLR Kale Lacinato Rainbow 
Mix  

Red-tinted greens, color is most vivid in cool weather. Extra-
cold-hardy 

$3.95 

GKNT Kale Nero Di Toscanna Dinosaur kale is a hardy plant that thrives in full sun or 
partial shade 

$3.95 

GKRU Kale Red Ursa Magenta, frilly kale is great raw, adding wonderful flavor 
and color to salads 

$3.95 

GKS Kale SiberFrill Stunning leaves so frilly they barely require chopping. Sweet 
flavor; delicious cooked 

$3.95 

GLAD Lettuce Amish Deer 
Tongue 

Valued for  ruggedness, looseleaf, heavy producer $3.95 

GLBO Lettuce Baby Oakleaf A dwarf, compact version of Green Oakleaf. Tasty and 
tender medium green leaves are oakleaf-shaped with 
rounded lobe 

$3.95 

GLBA Lettuce Bronze 
Arrowhead 

Hailed as “the finest, most colorful and most delicious leaf 
lettuce for the home garden.”  

$3.95 

GLC Lettuce Celtuce A very unique lettuce. Grown for its celery-like stem that is 
tasty raw or cooked; the leaves can also be used as greens. 

$3.95 

GLCM Lettuce Crisp Mint Big, bold, romaine-type lettuce $3.95 
GLFBO Lettuce Flashy Butter Oak Compact plants with emerald green, oak-shaped leaves with 

maroon speckles. The crisp, tender crunch and succulent 
flavor. 

$3.95 

GLFT Lettuce Flashy Troutback  Spots darken from red to maroon as the lettuce matures.  $3.95 
GLF Lettuce Forellenschluss Delicate leaves with nice flavor, always sells at the market $3.95 



GLFS Lettuce Four Seasons Remarkable cold hardiness. Perfect for early spring and 
fall/winter harvests 

$3.95 

GI Lettuce Italienischer Tall, upright, and sturdy 18 inch bright green plants are huge $3.95 
GJ Lettuce Jebousek Best dear tongue lettuce $3.95 
GLJ Lettuce Jericho  Neon green romaine. Extremely bolt resistant remaining 

sweet, tender and crisp  
$3.95 

GLG Lettuce Little Gem Miniature green romaine with thick heart, 4" across, 4-6" tall $3.95 
GLM Lettuce Mascara Curly frilled oakleaf-shaped leaves keep dark red color & 

flavor in hot weather 
$3.95 

GLME Lettuce Merlot Striking, deep dark red, almost purple frilly leaves. $3.95 
GLMDQ Lettuce Merveille Des 

Quatre Saison Lettuce 
Soft Butterhead type; with distinct, loosely cupped pale 
leaves tinged with shades of ruby, rose-pink and bronze 
surrounding a tender, pale yellow-green heart 

$3.95 

GLO Lettuce Olga  Big upright 8" oval heads with big hearts, big flavor and 
slightly fringed leaves. So sweet, crisp and buttery 

$3.95 

GLPB Lettuce Pirat Butterhead Heirloom noted for exceptional flavor and silky texture, 
medium sized w/red tinged leaves and lime green heart 

$3.95 

GLREB Lettuce Red Eared 
Butterheart 

Dazzling red with apple green open centers. Superb quality $3.95 

GLRS Lettuce Red Salad Bowl Rapid grower, mellow flavored oak leaf shape $3.95 
GLR Lettuce Revolution Deeply frilled rich red leaves are thick and stay crunchy in 

your fridge.  
$3.95 

GLTB Lettuce Tennis Ball  Medium-sized Boston-type heads with light green leaves, 
yellow-green at the base 

$3.95 

Vegetables  
BERS Bean  Runner Sunset Beautiful salmon flowers on mid-height climbers $2.95 
BEFP Bean Emerite Filet Pole  Long, elegant filet pole bean . Sim, rounded, and grow 7-9" 

sweet, delicate, and the long pods have a crispy snap 
$2.95 

BELD Bean Lady Di Vibrant red flowers climbing to a stately 10 feet tall, the 
blooms attract swarms of hummingbirds. 

$2.95 

BEMG Bean Monte Gusto Yellow 
Pole  

Attractive, brightly colored pods that are incredibly flavorful, 
best harvested at 7" 

$2.95 

BEPOW Bean Orient Wonder-Pole 
Bean 

White seeded yard-long bean with tender pods. Extra-long, 
slender pods are slow to form seeds, resulting in more tender 
beans 

$2.95 

BERT Bean Runner Tenderstar  Best of runner and French beans in one. Extra succulent, so 
rich, and simply delicious 

$2.95 

BESE Bean Scarlet Empire Fat slightly fuzzy pods filled with a richer, more savory 
flavor than snap beans. The classic variety. 

$2.95 

BB Beet Bolder Bright yellow flesh retains their color when cooked. 
Excellent sweet flavor 

$3.95 

BBBO Beet Bulls Blood Grown for tender purple leaves, then eat the beet, also 
excellent burgundy filler 

$3.95 

BMGFR Beet MacGregor's Favorite Extra succulent, so rich, and simply delicious! $3.95 



GBC Bok Choy Staple in Asian stir fries and soups, has a mild mustard 
flavor with background sweetness 

$3.95 

CBSGG Brussel Sprouts Green 
Gems 

Prolific 34–36" plants are loaded with easy-picking, gourmet-
ready 1½" sprouts 

$3.95 

CCAB Cabbage Alcosa Baby 
Savoy 

Dusky-blue outer leaves, a 6lime-green head and a buttery 
yellow interior. The mild and tender leaves 

$3.95 

CCK Cabbage Katarina White cabbage from seed finishes weeks ahead of others and 
is compact enough for container growth 

$3.95 

CCO Cabbage Omero Avg. 3 lb. heads are a vibrant bright red and are round to 
slightly oval. Good, slightly sweet and peppery flavor. 

$3.95 

CCPS Cabbage Perfection Savoy  Finely-wrinkled, savored leaves. - They are mild but very 
sweet in flavor. No sulfur smell when cooked 

$3.95 

CAC Celery Afina Cutting Sturdy dark green foliage has rich aroma and taste, 
regenerates quickly after cutting 

$3.95 

CCP Celery Chinese Pink A stunning bright pink celery from China. An easy-to-grow 
variety to complete the nutritional rainbow 

$3.95 

CGR Celery Giant Red Trad'l red celery variety. Stalks are a striking purple, turning 
pink when cooked. 

$3.95 

CCJY Collard Cabbage Jernigan 
Yellow 

Faintly sweet, buttery-tasting heirloom collard produces 
modest heads and light-green to yellow-green edible leaves 

$3.95 

CA Cucumber Alibi  A great small cucumber, one of our personal favorites - we 
grow it between the house and barn and eat them enroute :) 

$2.95 

CCJ  Cucumber China Jake Stunning jade-colored flesh and unmatched sweet flavor 
make this a superb snacking cucumber 

$2.95 

CD Cucumber Delikatesse 10-inch-long, pale green with small warts, superb taste; 
excellent for slicing or pickling; bears abundantly 

$2.95 

CDIV Cucumber Diva Distinctly tender, crisp, sweet, bitter-free, and seedless cukes $2.95 
CGF Cucumber Green Finger Hybrid, thin, tender skin, crisp flesh and a small seed cavity. $2.95 
CMA Cucumber Manny  Thin, lightly ribbed skin and mild, sweet flavor in a 

charming size! Crisp fruits great for snacking 
$2.95 

CMM Cucumber Mini Munch  Best harvested when 3-4" long for a really crisp and clean 
treat 

$2.95 

CMU Cucumber Muncher Perfect for munching right out of the garden, burpless, 
Nearly spineless, 6-8" 

$2.95 

CMU Cucumber Muncher   a favorite low acid slicer that is very prolific and tender $2.95 

CPS Cucumber Patio Snacker Perfect for containers.  Crunchy, flavorful and bitter-free. $2.95 

CP Cucumber Pepinex Slender English cuke 12-14" with thin skin $2.95 

CSD Cucumber Summer Dance Burpless, dark green 8.5-9" long.  Really decent producer. $2.95 

CSGL Cucumber Sweet 
Gwyndolin Long English 
Hybrid     

The fruits reach up to 14 inches in length, and are sweet and 
crisp. They are also completely bitter free and burpless 

$2.95 

GDBK Dazzling Blue Kale Classic Lacinato flavor and tenderness make it ideal for 
fresh kale salads and for smoothies 

$2.95 

EFT Eggplant Fairy Tale One of many new varieties developed to grow in containers - 
and eggplants LOVE containers - beautiful purple on white 
stripes 

$2.95 



EHH Eggplant Hansel 
Hybrid                           

The little clusters of fruit that can be left on the  
and harvested at 4-5 inches without a loss of quality 

$2.95 

ELG Eggplant Listada de 
Gandia 

Popular heirloom type; this one has 7”-long fruit that are 
white with lovely bright purple stripes. 

$2.95 

EM Eggplant Millionaire Slim dark purple, 2" x 10" on spectacular purple stemmed 
plants 

$2.95 

EPB Eggplant Patio Baby Masses of container-grown, baby-sized fruit ready to harvest 
in under 2 months 

$2.95 

ERB Eggplant Rosa Bianca Very meaty 4"-6" round fruit, mild flavor never bitter $2.95 
ER Eggplant Rosita Excellent yielder of bright pink/purple fruits - another one 

that looks as good as it tastes.   
$2.95 

ERM Eggplant Round Mauve Round mauve eggplant, thin-skinned with white flesh, not 
bitter. Harvest tennis ball size. 

$2.95 

PSB Pea Sugar Bon Early dwarf snap pea, Heavy producer very sweet flavorful 
pea 

$2.95 

PHA Pepper Amazing Typically, dried and ground into red chile powder. Warm, 
not hot pungency allows cooks to add generous amounts for 
more chile flavor with only moderate heat. 

$2.95 

PHAR Pepper Arapaho Sweet spicy flavor of cayenne, 8-9", fruit ripens to bright red. 
Early ripener 

$2.95 

PHB Pepper Bajio 8-10" long cylindrical peppers are thin-walled and dark green 
ripening to dark brown, pasilla type 

$2.95 

PHBH Pepper Black Hungarian Unique, black-colored fruit that are the shape of a Jalapeno. 
They are mildly hot and have a delicious flavor 

$2.95 

PHBJ Pepper Brown Jalapeno  Smoky sweet flavor with mild heat. The smokiness is very 
subtle in the background 

$2.95 

PBBN Pepper Bull Nose Sweet 
Bell  

Unusual combination of heat and sweet, outer walls are 
sweet and the ribs may or may not be slightly hot 

$2.95 

PBBN Pepper Buran Extremely sweet and productive Polish heirloom. 4" long 
bell fruits with 3 lobes. Sweet even when green, great flavor! 

$2.95 

PHCC Pepper Chervena    
Chuska 

Sweet tapered horn fruits measuring 2" wide by 6" long. 
Fruits ripen from green to brown to vivid red 

$2.95 

PHDJ Pepper Dieghito Jalapeno  Unusual looking jalapeños, flesh is thick, sweet and 
flavorful,  

$2.95 

PGB Pepper Gamba Sweet 
Pepper 

Flattened bells excellent for stuffing or frying  $2.95 

PBG Pepper Gemini European sweet bell pepper $2.95 
PHGT Pepper Golden Treasure  Italian variety bears 9"-long fruits that ripen from green to 

shiny yellow and are excellent for frying, roasting, and fresh 
eating 

$2.95 

PBG Pepper Gourmet Thick, juicy walls and fruity sweet flavor. Medium-large, 
very blocky bells. 

$2.95 

PHHM Pepper Holy Mole 
Hybrid                        

Distinctive, nutty, not too spicy fruits used mainly in 
Mexico’s Molé Sauce 

$2.95 

PHP Pepper Hungarian Paprika 
Spice  

Sweet spicy flavor with upfacing horns ripens red for classic 
paprika (dried and ground) 

$2.95 



PHPM Pepper Jalepeno M 4 1/2" thin-walled, dark green fruits ripen to brig red. Dry 
into flakes for seasoning 

$2.95 

PHJLC Pepper Joe's Long 
Cayenne 

Heavy yields of finger width thin-walled red peppers up to 
12" long 

$2.95 

PBQA Pepper Quadrato Asti 
Rosso 

Very thick-walled bell, brilliant red flesh; the fruit are huge 
with delicious rich-sweet taste. Excellent for frying, salads 

$2.95 

PBAG Pepper Quadrato D'Asti 
Gaiallo 

Giant Yellow bell, Italian variety, beautiful and blocky, with 
very thick walls; the flavor is outstanding--sweet and rich! 

$2.95 

PRC Pepper Red Cherry Sweet Shaped like bonbons, sweet, excellent for lunch boxes and 
snacking off the bush 

$2.95 

PHRM Pepper Red 
Marconi                             

Classic Italian pepper for frying, drying or fresh 
use, long bell or fat horn 

$2.95 

PRH  Pepper Round of Hungary Distinctive, globe-shaped fruits, turn red early with very 
thick, sweet, delicious flesh and are so good they never made 
it to the house - we ate them off the bush! 

$2.95 

PTP Pepper Trinidad Perfume 
Spice 

Bright yellow spice pepper with moderate heat and complex 
sweet notes 

$2.95 

SSCR Squash Summer                
Costata Romanesco 

Italian heirloom loved for its unique white raised ridges. 
Bred to harvest young when flower is still attached.  We like 
this one best 

$2.95 

SSRF Squash Summer                
Rugosa Friulanan 

Italian variety. Light yellow fruits are beyond wrinkled. Rich 
and full flavored, almost nutty, excellent with tomatoes and 
garlic 

$2.95 

SSSP Squash Summer                   
Slick Pick 

Spineless early producer summer squash.  $2.95 

SWZPS Squash Summer              
Zucchini Patio Star 

Shapely, deep green fruit. Half the size of standard zucchini 
plants, Produces full-size fruit 

$2.95 

SST Squash Summer   
Tromboncino 

This Italian summer squash is a wonderful diversion from 
the usual. The light green-to-tan fruit can grow up to 3 feet 
long and the seeds are at one end - easy!  Does need SPACE 
though to grow well 

$2.95 

SSM Squash Summer Magda Pale green skin and a shorter rounder shape than other 
summer squashes. Dense flesh has a sweet and light nutty 
flavor 

$2.95 

SSSI Squash Summer Striata 
d'Italia 

Striped in light & dark green. Superb flavor and texture. $2.95 

SSZ Squash Summer Zephyr Distinctive, slender fruits are yellow with faint white stripes 
and light-green blossom ends. Harvest young at 4-6" for 
unusually delicious, nutty flavor and firm texture. Vigorous, 
high-yielding plants.  

$2.95 

ST Squash Summer Tatume  This is a weird one we're trying...Can be used either as 
a summer or a winter squash. For a summer squash, harvest 
it at a diameter of 4-6". For a winter squash, allow it to 
mature on the vine until it reaches its mature size and turns 
golden yellow 

$2.95 



SWBB Squash Winter             
Butternut Butterscotch 

Unusually rich and sweet flavor due to higher sugar content 
than other butternut types. Small 1-2 lb. fruits mature early 
and can be consumed at maturity 

$2.95 

SWQBM Squash Winter 
Butternut Metro PMR 

Clearly smaller than Waltham, avg. 2 1/2-3 1/2 lb., but very 
similar in size, flavor, and mildew resistance, 1 split is a meal 
for two 

 $2.95 

SWFB Squash Winter Futsu 
Black 

The black fruit will turn a rich chestnut color in storage. 
Flesh is golden color and has the rich taste of hazelnuts 

$2.95 

SWD Squash Winter Delicata, 
Candystick Dessert  

2-3 lb. fruits have orange-tan skin with green stripes. Very 
sweet, dry flesh, bred to be a squash that you can serve up 
for dessert, with flavor “reminiscent of Medjool dates!”  

$2.95 

Tomatoes 
TA Tomato Artemis 1" red fruit, incredibly rich flavor. Vigorous in determinate 

vine 
$4.95 

TAGG Tomato Aunt Gerties 
Gold 

1-2 pound fruit with rich gold color is not overly sweet or 
juicy. One of the best tasting yellows. Outstanding flavor 

$4.95 

TB Tomato Beauty  Medium sized, slightly flattened fruits with big juicy, very 
sweet, full, complex tomatoey flavors 

$4.95 

TBS Tomato Burbank Slicing  Heavy crops of medium-sized 3-4 inch, red, round, slicing 
tomatoes. Well-rounded and complex tomato flavors  

$4.95 

TC Tomato Carbon Among the darkest of the "black" tomatoes. Flavor is 
exceptionally rich yet sweet 

$4.95 

TCCA Tomato Cherokee Carbon  Robust deep purple beefsteak is a cross of Cherokee Purple 
and Carbon, both of which are famous for their unique and 
delicious flavors. 10 to 12 oz. 

$4.95 

TCC Tomato Cherokee 
Chocolate 

12 oz.-1 lb. beefsteak tomatoes with deep red colors to the 
interior flesh and dark shoulders. Drought tolerant.  Makes 
superb soup!  Our favorite large tomato 

$4.95 

TCG Tomato Cherokee Green Green flesh, medium to large, 8 to 12 oz. tomatoes have a 
remarkable flavor that is complex and delicious 

$4.95 

TCCH Tomato Coyote Cherry  Pale yellow fruits in cascades, unusual flavor, wild selection 
from Veracruz, Mexico 

$4.95 

TDC Tomato Dr. Carolyn  One of the best -nown heirloom cherries, heavy yellow 
trussed of excellent flavor - try a classic!! 

$4.95 

TD Tomato Druzba 4" across, perfectly formed, pure red and smooth-skinned. 
And this wonderful mini-beefsteak has superb flavor. 

$4.95 

TG Tomato Genuwine  Ruby-red slicers, slightly squat, globe-shaped tomatoes with 
the most delectable flavor 

$4.95 

TGP Tomato German Pink Pink fruits grow to 1-2 pounds. Meaty beefsteak fruits have 
few seeds and little cracking. 

$4.95 

TGG Tomato Green Giant Productive great tasting tomato. Large emerald-green fruit 
are over one pound. 

$4.95 

TGA Tomato Gregori's Altai Dark-pink, round fruit with a delicious, big-tasting 
sweetness. Total surprise in how early and how late it 
produced. 

$4.95 



THH Tomato Hungarian Heart The fruits of this heirloom are firm and meaty like 
all oxheart types—great for paste, canning or fresh use 

$4.95 

TIC Tomato Isis Candy A large cherry (1") with red and yellow stripes, superb flavor, 
sweet and fruity. 

$4.95 

TISH Tomato Italian Sweet 
Heirloom 

Large luscious red beefsteak tomato.  Incredibly sweet and 
juicy. 

$4.95 

TK Tomato Kosovo Huge, deep pink heart-shaped fruit has a sweet rich flavor 
and is very meaty while still being juicy. Production is 
excellent 

$4.95 

TL Tomato Lizzano  Early maturing cherry, great for containers, sweet flavorful, 
1" cherry. Great for containers. 

$4.95 

TMMBI Tomato Mrs. Maxwell Big 
Italian 

Vigorous potato leaved plants produce 1 to 2 lb., dark pink 
beefsteak fruits with incredible flavor. Excellent for using 
fresh or for canning.  

$4.95 

TOP Tomato Orange Paruche Brilliant, glowing orange fruit that are irresistible and 
vitamin-packed. Our personal favorite. 

$4.95 

TPT Tomato Pink Tiger  Cherry, Pink Tiger has superb taste and excellent flavor $4.95 
TRZ Tomato Red Zebra Slightly tart red striped medium sized tomato, dries well $4.95 
TS Tomato Sioux Incredible flavor and reliably large harvests even in hot 

weather. Sweet yet tangy and full of rich complex flavors. 
$4.95 

TST Tomato Stupice Awful name but a really tasty and really early 2-3" tomato 
that also produces through the entire season 

$4.95 

TSU Tomato Sungold Exceptionally sweet, bright tangerine-orange cherry - 
everyone's favorite 

$4.95 

Fruits 
BPA Blueberry Polaris High bush/low bush hybrid – ripens early  14.95 

BSCC Blueberry St.Cloud One of our favorites, 3.5' tall -produces under stressed 
conditions 

 14.95 

FN Fig Negrone Shorter-statured than most other fig varieties. Excellent 
choice for containers, large fruits appears deep purple to 
almost black. The inside flesh is ruby red and honey sweet. 
Must winter inside 

 15.95 

FHBC Honey Berry Cinderella Grows to a mature height of 4 feet while spreading 3 feet. 
The medium size fruits have good quality and are best eaten 
fresh. 

14.95  

FHBIT Honey Berry Indigo Treat Sweet and slightly chewy blueberry- like berry perfect for 
eating fresh. Honeyberry is a species of Honeysuckle 

 14.95 

FRA 
FRB 
FRS 

Raspberry Anna 
Raspberry Beta 
Raspberry Sophia 

Arctic Raspberries are unusual new varieties developed in 
Sweden at the Balsgard Fruit Breeding Institute. They only 
grow 3-5” tall and make a dense mat of leaves on the 
ground. In late spring, lavender flowers appear and turn into 
sweet, red raspberry fruits by mid-summer 

 9.95 

  



Annuals - Make your garden POP with color 
AAEB Ageratum Everest Blue New cut flower Ageratum offers a unique, true blue color $3.95 
AARS Ageratum Red Sea Its clusters of fuzzy flowers open red and mature to deeper 

purple-red with a 3-week vase life.  
$3.95 

AATR Ageratum Timeless Rose Scads of large, antique rose and purple flowers in abundant 
clusters. 

$3.95 

AACN Alyssum Carpet of Snow White florets on dwarf plants give this early flowering 
variety an extra showy appearance 

$3.95 

AAGB Asclepias Gay Butterflies Small, curiously shaped blooms in dense clusters, are 
irresistible to butterflies. Brilliantly colored mix. 

$3.95 

AASF Asclepias Silky Formula Mix of Gold, Deep red, scarlet.  Butterflies love it. $3.95 
AAT Asclepias tuberosa Classic butterfly milkweed - orange $3.95 
APJB California Poppy Jelly 

Beans  
Mouth-watering mix of huge blooms in shades of orange, 
salmon, rose and gold. 

$2.95 

ACCF Coleus Campfire Gorgeous deep maroon and goldish coleus $5.25 
ACDR Coleus Dark Red Dark red leaves $5.25 
ACKK Coleus Kingwood 

Karnival  
Petticoat-type coleus with leaves colored green, purple, and 
red, with the heavily fringed edges a bright yellow in good 
light 

$5.25 

ACO Coleus Oxblood Burgundy leaves edged in gold add a richness of color in 
beds, borders, and containers from spring to frost.  

$5.25 

ACS Coleus Sangria Large beautiful leaves of burgundy centered with chartreuse $5.25 
ACWD Coleus Watermelon 

Delight  
20 to 24 inches tall and 18 to 22 inches wide forming 
mounds of red leaves with green edges 

$5.25 

ACAL Cosmos Apricot 
Lemonade 

Soft apricot to pale yellow blooms accented by a ring of 
blush pink. 

$3.95 

ACC Cosmos Capriola Bright, white 3”flowers with light-red picotees and dark-red 
centers. Semi-dwarf 27” plants 

$3.95 

ACCR Cosmos Cranberries Garnet-hued, generous of bloom, $3.95 
ACDC Cosmos Double Click 

Bicolor 
2-3" fully and semi-double bicolor flowers on strong stems 
for cutting. They are highly variable in the proportion of 
pink to white 

$3.95 

ACPP Cosmos Pink Poppysocks Frilly pink flowers, some with powderpuff centers, some 
with extra petals and some single forms in pink shades 

$3.95 

ACR Cosmos Rubenza As blooms mature, petals fade from a deep cranberry to an 
antique rose with hints of amber.  

$3.95 

ACVB Cosmos Velouette Blend  32” bicolor annual lets loose with lovely sprays of bright 
white flowers with deep-red stripes—blooming summer to 
fall. 

$3.95 

AVM Cosmos Versailles mx Blooms are 2 1/2" across in shades of blush pink, pure 
white, carmine red, and pink with a deep pink eye.  

$3.95 

AFDT Fiesta Del Sol Tithonia An abundance of single, orange daisy flowers are 2-3 inches 
across, excellent cut flowers and may attract butterflies. 

$5.25 

AER Hibiscus Roselle  Pretty pink colored hibiscus looking flowers before it 
matures into the red seed pod 

$5.25 



ALF Lantana Fantasy Gorgeous in the garden, producing multicolored cluster of 
pink, yellow, orange and purple blooms! This sun lover is big 
with butterflies 

$5.25 

ALPB Lavatera Pink Blush Heart-melting, cherry-veined, cherry-eyed blooms to 4” 
across!  

$3.95 

ALRT Lavatera Royal Trumpet 
Mix 

Stately and elegant variety, Mix of colors $3.95 

AMB Marigold Bambino Variegated petals of dark and light orange swirl around an 
orange center button, giving the effect of a tiny circus tent 

$3.95 

AMBF Marigold Bonanza Flame 
Bonanza's are carnation (puffed) flowers. Prolific blooms 
through October  

$3.95 

AMBG Marigold Bonanza Gold 

AMBO Marigold Bonanza Orange 

AMBE Marigold Burning Embers Wavy graceful stems topped with smoldering red small 
flowers edged in gold 

$3.95 

AMCRB Marigold Colossus Red 
Bicolor 

Large bicolored blooms of red and gold are simply stunning $3.95 

AMDB Marigold Durango Bolero Durango's have anemone (flat) flowers, 
deep colors and are outstanding  
performers   

$3.95 

AMDG Marigold Durango Gold 
AMDR Marigold Durango Red 
AMDT Marigold Durango 

Tangerine 

AMF Marigold Fireball Fireball is a blaze of color over many months, its big double 
blooms opening a rich shade of red and  maturing to orange, 
bronze, and gold.  

$3.95 

AMSB Marigold Strawberry 
Blonde 

Bush of bicolor pastel pink, rose and yellow blooms. $3.95 

APPB Pepperbox Breadseed 
Poppies 

Mauve-pink flowers that produce the tiny blue-gray seeds 
that classic bread and dessert bakers crave. 

$2.95 

ARIS Rudbeckia Indian Summer Extra-large, golden yellow flowers, Rudbeckia "Indian 
Summer" is a ... The contrasting, purplish black centers  

$2.95 

ARPS Rudbeckia Praire Sun Light green center with sunny yellow petals edged with a 
lighter shade of yellow.  

$2.95 

ASA Salvia Amante Bright fuschia flowers couched in burgundy-black calyxes on 
tall stems 

$5.25 

ASBB Salvia Blue Bedder Richly colored, multi-branched Salvia variety with profuse 
flowering spikes, packed with deep violet-blue flowers on 
steel blue, 

$3.95 

ASBBS Salvia Blue Brazilian Sage Border flower. Licorice scented anise sage has cobalt blue 
flowers on long spikes 

$5.25 

ASSBE Salvia Sallyfun Blue 
Emotion  

Vibrant deep purple-blue blossoms with a splash of white rise 
high above the blue stems and emerald green foliage 

$5.25 

ASSDO Salvia Sallyfun Deep 
Ocean 

Attracts Bees and Butterflies, totally reliable blue filler, cut 
flower 

$5.25 

ASWRR Salvia Windwalker Royal 
Red 

Graceful arching 4' stems are crowned with ruby-red flowers 
from late June through fall 

$5.25 



ASPE Snapdragon Potomac™ 
Early Orange 

Extended bloom time with spectacular colors and well-filled, 
tapered spikes of golden orange blooms 

$3.95 

ASPR Snapdraogon Potomac™ 
Red  

Extended bloom time with spectacular colors and well-filled, 
tapered spikes of brilliant carmine blooms 

$3.95 

ATR Tithonia Rotundfolia Vivid red or orange-red dahlia-like flowers from mid-summer 
on 

$5.25 

AVB Verbena Bonariensis Tall Verbena offers large, colorful balls of rich lavender from 
early summer until frost. The plant self-sows readily where it 
is content. 

$5.25 

AZBGC Zinnia BG Coral 

This magnificent Zinnia Benary series 
produces high yields of long thick 
extra-large full double 4-5"blooms on 
sturdy stems. Bright Pink, Deep Red, 
Giant Coral, Golden Yellow, Orange, 
Purple, Salmon Rose, Wine 

$3.95  
AZBGY Zinnia BG Golden Yellow 

AZBGL Zinnia BG Lilac 

AZBGM Zinnia BG Mix 

AZBGP Zinnia BG Purple 

AZBGW Zinnia BG Wine 

AZBGS Zinnia BGScarlet 

AZCFM Zinnia Cactus Flowered 
Mix 

Large 3-6" blooms with quilled petals give bouquets a 
unique, yet still grand appearance. Field-grown mix includes 
shades of orange, pink, red, yellow, peach, and white. 

$3.95 

AZCS Zinnia Cupcake Series 
Mix 

lovely confection of doubled petals in bright colors of 
orange, pink, and yellow and red, plus sweet hues of 
buttercream, rose, and vanilla.  

$3.95 

AZF Zinnia Forecast Long-lasting zinnia with purple, pink, orange, salmon, 
yellow or cream petals that surround bright-yellow stamen 

$3.95 

AZGADM Zinnia Giant Almost 
Dahlia Mix 

Improved, large flowering strain yields large, fully 
double dahlia-type flowers with a 4 to 5 flowers atop thick 
sturdy stems. 

$3.95 

AZG Zinnia Gift  Single and double red blossoms grow to 3-4 inches $3.95 
AZGC Zinnia Gumdrop Candy Crested type w/petals of scarlet, violet, gold and pink, all 

with gumdrop centers. 
$3.95 

AZOK Zinnia Orange King Tall plants produce big, bright mandarin-orange flowers. $3.95 

AZPC Zinnia Prof Cherry   
Profusions are vibrant flowers about 2 inches in diameter, 
and the plants grow to just 12 to 15 inches tall and wide  

$3.95 

AZPDA Zinnia Prof Deep Apricot 

AZPDC Zinnia Prof Double Cherry 

AZPDF Zinnia Prof Double Fire  

AZQPO Zinnia Queeny Pure 
Orange 

Shades from apricot to tangerine make these a stunner in the 
garden 

$3.95 

AZZP Zinnia Zinderella Purple 2" wide flowers have a single base layer of petals topped with 
a dense dome of ruffles surrounding a dark eye.  
  

$3.95 

AZZR Zinnia Zinderella Red 

 



            M.L.'s Greenery in Motion
                 2020 Order Form

Please fill in the information requested below and mail to M.L.'s Greenery in Motion, 
260 Davis Road, Westminster, MA  01473 or fax to 978-874-2132 by May 13, 2020
Payment is due when plants are picked up.

Email altobelliml260@comcast.net if you need to pick them up at another time.

Name

Address

Phone (s)

Email ____________________________________________________________________________

Substitions Allowed      Yes       No      yes - Highly recommended!

Please choose  one:  Picking up Sat, May 23    ____           Picking up Sun, May 24  ____

Picking up Sat, May 30    ____           

Growing Up! Creating and Maintaining Raised Beds and Containers $14.95

Order No. Plant Name # pots/packs  Cost/Item

More room on reverse side

Plants can be picked up on Saturday, May 25, 9:00—2:00 or 
Saturday, June 1, 9:00—2:00 or by special arrangement. 

A couple of changes for this year.  Peppers and eggplants will be individually potted in 4" pots again 
this year to encourage you to try different varieties.  Italicised and bold prices are packs,  regular 
upright prices are pots (1 plant per)



Order No. Plant Name # pots/packs  Cost/Item
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